Home and School Association Minutes
Thursday, December 9th 2021
I.
Cookie House
70 trays were pre-ordered. New chairs are Alex Hersey, Katie Hoffmann, Sam Hertz and Rachel
Blackwood.
II.
Craft Day
Craft Day coordinators need help on 12/17 from 12:30-3pm. We need to do whatever we can to help
spread the word. Currently 11/20 spots are filled.
III.
Gingerbread Houses
Katie to confirm with Lisa where drop off is for the houses. Lisa should send another reminder email
about the houses and emphasize where to put the family name.
Amazon Gift cards for top three winners
IV.
Mother/Son Event
Potential Date: 2/19/22—Annie to call Bowlero and check on availability/details about how the event
would run.
V.
Catholic Schools Week: January 30th- February 5th
Teachers are meeting on 1/3 to discuss. Kristin is going to follow-up with Linda about whether or not we
will be doing bowling. Movie Day will still happen and we will still need to provide the juice/popcorn—it
just might happen on a smaller scale where the kids are in their classrooms for the movie. Probably no
Sunday donuts since no one has done that yet this year. We will still do the Lunch for the teachers. Ice
cream social is probably not happening, but we need to check and see if the book fair is and then decide
after talking with Linda.
VI.
High Interest Day
Need to check with Linda to make sure this is happening—usually takes place in April. In the event that
it is something we will do we need to send a form to the parents asking about their availability to
participate/what kind of talents/occupation they have, etc.
VII.
Bell Towers
Kristin is going to reach out to Brookfield East High School shop class to see if this is something they
might be able to help us. We need to get a picture of one of the towers from someone if we would need
to contact the parish/school families to ask for help.
VIII.
Father/Daughter Dance
Father/Daughter Dance 3/19/22—Need to make sure the hall is available (Katie to check with Julie),
need to book JJ as well as someone to take photos. Check H & S closet to see if we have any of the
decoration from previous years. Otherwise we will need to purchase. We should check with the auction
committee to see what their theme is in case we can reuse any of the décor.

Next meeting is Thursday, January 13th at 6:00

